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Academic and Industrial partners
Description
• Analysis of big data streams: A complete collection of algorithms for inference and
learning of both static and dynamic Bayesian networks from streaming data. Existing
software systems for PGMs only focus on stationary datasets.
• Distributed parallel algorithms: AMIDST provides parallel multi-core and dis-
tributed implementations of Bayesian parameter learning, using streaming variational
































































Learn hidden naive Bayes model from data stream
//We can open the data stream using the static class DataStreamLoader
DataStream<DataInstance> data = DataStreamLoader.openFromFile("datasets/simulated/
WasteIncineratorSample.arff");
//We create a SVB object
SVB parameterLearningAlgorithm = new SVB();
//We fix the DAG structure
parameterLearningAlgorithm.setDAG(DAGGenerator.getHiddenNaiveBayesStructure(data.
getAttributes(),"GlobalHidden", 2));
//We fix the size of the window
parameterLearningAlgorithm.setWindowsSize(100);
//We can activate the output
parameterLearningAlgorithm.setOutput(true);
//We set the data which is going to be used for leaning the parameters
parameterLearningAlgorithm.setDataStream(data);
//We perform the learning
parameterLearningAlgorithm.runLearning();
//And we get the model
BayesianNetwork bnModel = parameterLearningAlgorithm.getLearntBayesianNetwork();
//We print the model
System.out.println(bnModel.toString());
Use-case: Risk prediction in credit operations
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